Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The operation of RADAR is simple. It sends a pulse with a particular pulse repetition frequency and observes the echo of that pulse when it bounces off a target. The radar pulse hits several other objects along with target and comes back as different echoes. Clutter is defined as unwanted echo received when radar pulse hits anything apart from target. Clutter is basically of three types:-1. Point Clutter 2. Surface Clutter 3. Volume Clutter
In any marine navigation system, the major problem is posed by the echo which is reflected over a patch of sea, known as Sea Clutter. The modelling of sea clutter and detection of target in the non -stationary environment of sea is very important. In this paper we are taking the sea clutter to be modelled as Weibull distribution. To separate the Weibull distributed clutter data from the target echo we are using a blind source separation technique called Independent Component Analysis. The target echo and the Weibull clutter are assumed to be two different sources and they are proved to be independent of each other. Using the projection pursuit ICA algorithm for extracting one source signal we extract the target echo from the mixture of source signals.
SOURCE SIGNALS
Instead of using a single frequency pulse as radar signal, a linear frequency modulated pulse is used in the radar systems.
Then rate of change of the frequency is given by,
Hence the generated signal is given by
Linear frequency modulated pulse is used to achieve a low range resolution in radar system. For a single frequency pulse range resolution can be defined as:-
Where pulse length is the time for which the pulse is being transmitted. For the typical values of pulse length and wave velocity this value is estimated to be between 35-40 meters. Whereas the range resolution for an LFM pulse with wider band of frequencies is defined as:-
Using this type of pulse the range resolution can be brought down to as much as 7 meters. 
SEA CLUTTER
Generally, a mixture of all noises is taken to be a Gaussian noise, as explained by the central limit theorem. The structure to process such data is also easier. But Gaussian estimation works for radar data as long as radar resolution is poor and it has a high grazing angle. For lower grazing angles, the clutter starts becoming spikier and it drifts away from the Gaussian model. For such cases the sea clutter model has to be modeled as a non-Gaussian distribution. Rayleigh distribution or a log normal distribution could be considered but due to the dynamic nature of sea clutter Weibull distribution which is a more generalized form of both Rayleigh and log normal is taken.
The probability density function of Weibull noise can be shown as:-
Where b is the scale parameter and c is the shape parameter. Weibull distribution approaches Rayleigh if c=2.0.
INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
Let us assume that there is a cocktail party going on in a room. If somebody wants to hear what each guests are talking then he places a microphone in the room and records the conversations. If he listens to the recording he will always hear noise like sounds. Noise like sounds means that they are not noises but combination of voice signals that appear as noise to human ears. This is known as Cocktail Party Effect. Now the question arises as to how to separate those signals. One of the most robust techniques used to perform this operation is "Independent Component Analysis (ICA)'.
Assume there are two signals. One of the most important conditions to perform ICA is to assume that the source signals are independent of each other. Let us consider only two signals S 1 and S 2 . These signals gets mixed linearly as shown:
Hence it can be seen that in order to obtain "N" number of sources we need "N" number of equations. Now practically we receive only signal mixtures. Using just the mixtures we have to obtain the individual components.
Fig.2
If both the sources are plotted on axis as shown then the point "h" shows the amplitude of the both the signals at a time "t". The equations can be written in matrix form as follows.
X=AS;
Where, A= is known as mixing matrix.
In order to find the source components, multiply both the sides by A -1 then we get,
Where, B= Then to find S 1 and S 2 we need to know , , , which are unknown as Un-mixing Coefficients. Again similar to the source plot we have to make mixing signals plot as shown below. From this point onwards every algorithm that is used in ICA is to find the Un-mixing matrix. The fundamental step in finding mixing matrix is to map the points from S-plane into the X-plane. In figure 2 we see that "w 1 " is weight vector which defines the source signal S 1 . Here |w 1 |= 2 + 2 .
Ψ= −1 ( / ).
Fig.4
In the above figure 3, assuming only S 2 signal is depicted as (0,1).This can be written as ,
This equation can be understood that S2 is (0, 1) in S-plane then this is mapped as line co-linear with
′ . It goes without saying that any change in the amplitude of source signal in S-plane gives corresponding changes in X-plane. Now we will see in general how one source signal gets extracted using ICA.
T is a weight vector in X-plane. But X=AS (9) Substituting (9) we get
(11) One important property to be used here is orthogonality. Inner product of two orthogonal vectors is zero.
(12) But normally it doesn"t happen, so W 1
T tends to a constant.
Where is angle between 1 ′ and 1 . Hence the inference from above derivation is that only when 1 is orthogonal to transform axis S 1 ,the signal gets extracted otherwise wrong mixture is extracted. Putting (12), (13) in (11) . It can be seen from figure(4) that W 1 is orthogonal to 2 ′ . So the above theory could be summarized as:  "W" extracts multiple sources, because each row in W is a vector orthogonal to one transformed signal axis 1 ′ , 2 ′ .  Each row in "W" extracts exactly one signal source.  Rotate each row vector in "W" until the signal extracted by that vector looks like source.
Fig.5
All the above summarized points are keyin implementing ICA.
Suppose that the sources have some properties "P". Assuming that these properties are more in sources than in mixtures, the task is to find set of coefficients that maximize this properties "P".
From figure (4),W is rotated around the origin until these properties are maximized and thus we get our weight vector. But this this is Brute-Force algorithm that requires more number of computations. In case of ICA the properties to be maximized are "normality", "independence" and "complexity". These properties are defined in terms of "Moments of Probability distribution function (pdf)". Important point to note that the pdf of X(mixtures) is a Gaussian distribution because of Central Limit Theorem.
PRE PROCESSING
The kurtosis of a random process is defined as 4 = {( − ) 4 } Projection pursuit algorithm requires calculation of the kurtosis in a loop. To simplify the expression we can take the process to be zero mean. In that case the kurtosis can be defined as
If the process is whitened, i.e. { 2 } = 1 = 4 − 3 Now, instead of using kurtosis, the fourth moment is directly used, making the process much less hassle. Whitening means that we linearly transform the observed data vector x = Obtained vector z is white. Next step is how to find out the V vector which will whiten x. Two very popular techniques used for this purpose are Eigen value decomposition and singular value decomposition. After whitening the mixing matrix is reformed, = =
′′
The new whitening matrix is also orthogonal. =
′′ ′′
This means our search for independent components is now restricted to only orthogonal spaces.
PROJECTION PURSUIT ALGORITHM
One of the robust methods to extract the signals is "Projection Pursuit Algorithm". This algorithm seeks one projection at a time. In order to extract multiple sources remove the recovered source from the signal mixture and continue the process. This technique is known as Deflation. Gram Schmidt Orthogonalization(GSO) is used to separate the extracted signal from the mixture.
RESULTS
The sea clutter data is modeled as Weibull distribution. Fig.6 The two sample source signals are first checked for independence.
Fig. 7
In the above figure both sources are plotted against each other. Since they have no events which are intersecting so they are independent.
Fig.8
The LFM signal is received here after applying projection pursuit algorithm. Initially the ICA algorithms were majorly used in biomedical applications like in identifying brain waves. In this paper this algorithm has been extended to defense applications.
